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Threshold artspace launched in September 2005 in Perth, UK. 
It is home to Scotland’s only permanent collection of contemporary 
media art with 60 works acquired over 2 years. The artspace covers 
a number of project spaces available for artists’ interventions including 
an entrance box for interactive soundscapes; a ‘canvas’ of 22 flat 
screens dominating the artspace for multi-channel video art installations; 
an interactive playground for art games and live internet art; 
a trail of sound boxes and sensors embedded in the floor and ceiling;
an audio visual treat in the public toilets; copper-clad roof for light 
artists. All Threshold artspace locations are linked together by 
‘intelligent’ software which allows artworks to be displayed through 
curated exhibitions and experienced 24 hours a day throughout the year.

Horsecross is an independent arts 
agency delivering cultural, conference 
and community activity in Perth 
Concert Hall and Perth Theatre.  
Located within the foyer of Perth 
Concert Hall Threshold artspace sits 
on the site of the original Horsecross, 
Perth’s 17th century horse market. 
The name is synonymous with 
bustling activity in the heart of the 
city. The development of the £19.5m 
Perth Concert Hall and Threshold 
artspace was a Millennium project 
and is part of the area’s economic 
development strategy to position 
Perth as one of Europe’s most 
vibrant small cities by 2010. 

Horsecross aims to put this part 
of central Scotland firmly on the 
cultural map both nationally and 
internationally. 
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Beyond words
Landscape is not beyond words. It can be spoken of although 
it presents itself as sublime, external and marvellous.¹

Glenlandia is a fine example of a title encapsulating the concept, the evolution and the re-incarnations of an artist’s 
project. It indicates an intimate relationship to Susan Collins’ earlier project known as Fenlandia while marking a 
geographic shift from the Fens to the Glens. This is a location likely to be in Ireland or Scotland because of the Irish/
Scottish Gaelic overtones where a gleann (or a glen) is a valley, typically one that is long, deep, and often glacially 
U-shaped, or a waterway running through such a valley. Fenlandia was conceived as part of Silicon Fen – a curatorial 
umbrella for a series of new commissions and exhibitions across the Fens in the South of England. As an offshoot 
North of the border, Glenlandia brought an air of the Silicon Glen – the unfinished and failed project to turn Scotland 
into the Silicon Valley of the North. Metaphorically, the title of Collins’ Glenlandia also plays with conceptual purity 
and clean forms as glan in Welsh is thought to mean clean and gleindid -– purity. As companion pieces Collins’ 
works address the relationship between the natural and the manmade landscape – a diptych about our perception 
of technology, time and reality. 

As a coinage, the title of Glenlandia also occupies the factional juncture at which fact becomes fiction. If the naming after 
the Glens is deeply rooted into notions of Scottishness, -landia points to an outwardly, imaginary place. Collins’ work thus 
harbours a split identity of a documentary set on the banks of Loch Faskally, and of a cinematic story with fictional narrative, 
which unfolds relentlessly from dawn to dusk. One could infer that Collins’ title remains an ambiguous key and, probably 
precisely because of that, opens the way to both the contemporary art world and the arena of new media art. 

Landscape
I see countless landscapes, photograph barely 1 in a 100,000, and paint barely 1 in 
100 of those that I photograph. I seek something quite specific.²

When encountering Collins’ Glenlandia either on screen or in print, one gets a strong impression of a landscape – 
one of the most enduring (and endearing) genres of art that deal with the depiction of natural scenery. From underground 
townscapes to clouds scenes; from seascapes to outer space landscapes; from soundscapes to countryside views  
-– the landscape genre has featured prominently in the artist’s oeuvre. In various guises and often mediated through 
technology, the landscape has been a recurrent motif in Collins’ earlier projects Fenlandia, The Spectrascope, 
Transporting Skies, Tate in Space, Classroom for the Future and more recently Underglow. 

The artist admits that the historic reference to the landscape tradition was very deliberate with regards to Glenlandia: ‘I was 
seeking to compose the kind of view that a landscape painter (such as Millais) might have chosen.’³ To further reinforce 
this view of art history, the work’s premiere presentation at the Threshold artspace was in a low-lit, quiet corner of the large 
open-plan artspace. Alluding to the classic display of oil paintings or prints, the work was presented on a wall-mounted, 
domestic-size flat LCD screen, complete with a customised, hand-made wooden frame blending in with the cherry tree 
veneer theme of the artspace. 

The allusion turns the screen into canvas, which was later superseded by print on paper – the traditional carrier of 
selected Glenlandia’s imagery. To celebrate the yearlong accumulation of over 4000 archived images per year, four 
seasonal manifestations were selected. These included images ‘harvested’ on the following dates: 2 November 
2005, 17:58pm, 31 December 2005, 23:02; 26 May 2006, 05:18am and 6 July 2006, 18:34pm. Glenlandia.The Four 
Seasons was born. Judging from its title, Collins’ Four Seasons played with the symbiosis of visual arts and classical 
music at the Threshold artspace and Perth’s concert hall.
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Collins’ seasonal prints assume a different status, more closely related to the history of printmaking, which Sean 
Cubitt exemplifies with James McNeill Whistler’s Thames engravings. Likewise, these artist’s prints, argues Cubitt, 
establish themselves as an autonomous body of work with ‘a different aesthetic between observation of an extended 
moment in time and their spatialisation in a print.’⁴ The autonomous status of Glenlandia in print was confirmed by its 
inclusion in a series of gallery presentations as part of international group exhibitions.⁵  

Collins’ seasons follow certain printmaking conventions. They were printed, signed, titled and numbered on the back in 
pencil by the artist in a set of 4 limited editions digital inkjet prints on 13.5 x 18cm on A4 archival matte paper, each in 
an edition of 20. As if to round the trip to art history, a set of Glenlandia.The Four Seasons was framed, with each print 
‘floating’ in a pale wooden frame. Collins’ set was then exhibited permanently on site as part of Horsecross unique 
collection of contemporary art.

From its inception, Glenlandia also favoured the presentation mode of a ‘smart screensaver’. Downloadable from a 
dedicated project website http://www.susan-collins.net/glenlandia, Collins’ ‘datascape’ was made available as a free, 
distributable artwork. Once downloaded and installed, the stand-alone Flash display software promised a full screen 
landscape bliss updated and refreshed in real time, contingent on network traffic and the number of simultaneous viewers.
The reincarnation of Glenlandia as networked screensaver complemented the wall-based gallery presentation at 
Threshold artspace. It allowed artspace visitors to ‘own’ their own copy of Glenlandia and paved the way for the launch 
of the collectible limited edition. It also signaled the beginning of a programme of commissioning and showcasing artists’ 
works utilising live Internet data transmission. Collins’ work was soon to be followed by Olle Essvik’s Sun Clock (2006) 
and Thomson and Craighead’s Weather Gauge (2006) both specially modified for Perth and acquired for the Horsecross 
permanent collection.  

Back in the 1850s when landscape was first in vogue, painters, including Millais, used to scout the Lake District or the 
far reaches of Scotland for the best view worthy of their framing. Almost two and a half centuries later Collins followed in 
the footsteps of her Victorian counterparts traversing the Glens in search of her ideal kind of landscape. Her destination was 
Perthshire, known as the most scenic of rural Scotland. Instead of heavy load of measuring, photographic and paint 
equipment, for which her Victorian counterparts often needed assistants, Collins carried her precise measuring tool with 
ease – a digital camera. 

A couple of days on the road amassed a wealth of research photographs. Echoing Gerhard Richter’s quest for ‘something 
quite specific’, Collins’ work is also the outcome of countless landscapes seen and photographed for only one to 
emerge as Fen- or Glenlandia. Unlike Richter, Collins’ quest continued beyond the point of the well-identified landscape 
location. She didn’t settle on a single iteration of a perfectly framed view. Instead, the quest continued day in day out 
over the course of two years, accumulating an archive of hundreds of landscapes, all temporal ‘clones’ to the original 
inspirational image. 

The artist’s choice of landscape was also prompted by the inaugural programme at the Threshold artspace. Collins was 
encouraged to draw inspiration from Perth’s past and present, including its countryside. This was a recognition that the 
area was about to celebrate the opening of its own international venue for ambitious contemporary art projects. 

Glenlandia 
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If Glenlandia were the landscape genre par excellence, recording a scenic image as the artist (and by proxy, the camera) 
sees it, one would expect that the results be read as landscape. However, because of the time shift the image is 
often fuzzy and dream-like. It seems to dissolve before ones’ eyes, utterly recognizable and unrecognizable at the 
same time. A good example would be when a full moon is captured passing through the night sky, where Glenlandia 
would result in a surprisingly outlandish imagery evoking a sense of planet and earth movement. It is this imagery 
that leans towards the tradition of constructing ‘emotional’ landscapes or ‘mindscapes’. In her interview the artist 
elaborates on the representation of what is essentially mental or psychological scenes or an area of the imagination 
and the mind’s eye. The fact that one sees almost an entire day within a single frame renders certain things visible, 
and others become abstracted. For instance, the fluctuations in the light:
 

The constant banding across the images show how frequently light changes 
throughout the day in a way that simply isn’t perceptible ordinarily, and yet people 
or objects passing through instead of being captured in their entirety become 
quite abstract – represented by a captured pixel or two – whilst the permanent 
background of landscape itself endures, remains constant.⁶
Collins’ mindscapes could also be read in relation to Gerhard Richter’s landscape paintings, where landscape and 
abstraction are not opposed to each other. Despite the differing media and artistic practice, these categories emerge 
as related concepts in the artists’ appropriation of reality. Collins often states her awareness that Fenlandia and 
Glenlandia ‘lie somewhere between painting, photography and film’.⁷ One could also add printmaking, tapestry, webcam 
drama, surveillance show, performance for camera, computer games, software art and reality TV. The subtle references to 
a range of characteristic forms and techniques are perhaps indicative that the artist’s work provides of a fine-tuned 
balance between contemporary art and new media art. 

Painting
When we think about the way landscape is constructed, it is often in the shadow of painting. It is not especially
 remarkable in contemporary culture to find a digital artist alluding to painting, or a painter drawing on the characteristics 
of the film or video image. The modernist stigma that artist should use a medium ‘purely’, has long lost its force. 
However, without imposing an embargo on the comparisons between painting and other media, we need to be 
mindful of what Sven Lütticken describes as ‘a cunning ideological ploy.’⁸ He argues that for large sections of the 
art world, painting remains the most privileged medium; that invoking the great history of painting is still an effective 
prestige (and price) enhancing strategy. 
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Drawing such parallels is useful especially when approaching Collins’ works where the primacy of paintings is often 
coupled with awkwardness and ambivalence towards this powerful historical paradigm. Although Collins employs 
digital video, her use of a fixed viewpoint and stationary webcam could be seen as a return to painting. Yet despite 
the strong analogy between the process of creating and exhibiting oil paintings as discussed above and the artistic 
process of Glenlandia, there are fundamental distinctions which align Collins’ work to other art forms. For instance, 
these are the art forms, which share the technologies of the projected image – from the cinema to the Internet. 

The basic ingredient of Collins’ landscape compositions is the individual pixel. By definition, a pixel – usually a 
coloured dot or square – is the smallest discrete component of an image projected on a television screen, computer 
monitor, or similar display. By isolating the pixels the artist pushes them to the foreground as if to demystify the digital 
nature of the landscape image. The pixels become the focal moving point to hold people’s attention – provided that 
the observers have a long attention span, perhaps ‘the equivalent of the slow food movement but for the Internet’⁹. 
The pixel spotting while watching the live transmission of Glenlandia could be quite a task for the viewer. The pixels 
arrive at one per second rather than at the usual rate of tens of thousands. In theory, one could keep an eye for the 
arrival of the next pixel but chances are that it might be black on black or white on white. The accretion of the image 
leads to the deletion of the previous picture pixel by pixel, second by second. At this exceptionally slow rate it takes 
almost a day, or more precisely 21,33 hours or 76,800 seconds to complete one landscape or one image frame.

Collins’ pixel landscapes including Glenlandia, Fenlandia, Glastonbury Tor, The Spectrascope and their display as slow 
overlapping horizontal bands is governed by a customised software code, co-written by the artist in collaboration 
with fellow programmers Simon Schofield and Matthew Jarvis. The use of software concepts in contemporary art has 
triggered a considerable debate recently. Since the late 1990s ‘software art’ has been regarded by certain quarters 
as a genre worthy of critical speculation and merit or even akin to Conceptual art with its notations, algorithms and 
codes. Glenlandia, however, has employed software to enhance the reinventing of the landscape medium for the digital, 
pixelated age rather than to arbitrary ends which is often the critique levelled at software and data art. In the artist’s own 
words: 

The pixellation of the image was important to me, you can almost feel it being 
compressed and decompressed. There is honesty to it with the clunkiness of 
the technology at this particular stage of its development an intrinsic part of it. 
I am not sure if I would have made this work if the technology were at the stage 
where it was unseen or seamless.¹
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Well articulated in their origin and intention Collins’ datascapes represent a motivated choice. Glenlandia thus shies away 
from the prevailing trend of randomly mapping any data set onto another for data’s sake when endless other choices are 
available. In his critical essay Cubitt even attributes ‘angelic’ properties to the pixels delineating Collins’ work. The writer 
elaborates on the pixels-angels as messengers between irreconcilable realms, translating light from the natural landscape to 
the artificial realm of the computer monitor. ‘The angel of technology’, asserts Cubitt mediates its way between two antago-
nistic worlds and in so doing becomes a partner in the dialogue.  On route, the pixels-angels pass through ‘a zone 
of techne, where machines perceive, rather than human beings’: 

Angelic, the pixel announces only truth, but in languages that are not, or only 
residually, human. To this extent, Fenlandia and its more recent companion 
piece Glenlandia belong in a relatively recent landscape tradition for which 
the landscape is in some sense its own message.¹¹
Glenlandia’s return to painting is accompanied not only by software ‘datascaping’ but also a deja vu of the early 
days of cinema. The artist has created a work of power from the most basic of cinematic elements – the single, 
unedited shot. Collins’ continuous take follows the cyclical patterns of nature -– from dusk to dawn, from summer 
to winter – cross-referencing the early documentaries (arguably, the Lumieres’ static films), time-lapse photography 
or accomplished artists’ films suspended between the two. Ludlow Street (2007) by Wolfgang Staehle is one such 
example of the latter ---– a constantly evolving cinematic–photographic image that becomes a continuous record of 
every change in the street environment.  Similarly to Glenlandia, Staele’s projected image displays a live feed from a 
webcam, except that the cityscape is a non-interrupted view from the window of the artist’s apartment in New York. 
Whereas Staele’s point is the seamless recording of urban time and space, the target of Glenlandia’s installation is 
not a recording but live translation. For instance, there is no record of a tree disappearing from the field of webcam 
vision during the live stream of Fenlandia.  
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The quintessential Scottish landscape – live 24/7
What are the aesthetic implications of the ‘live’ image, especially when a webcam is streaming over the Internet? 
Appropriating a readymade, such as a device available to average consumers, for artistic purposes is a commonplace 
innovative act. Much of contemporary art history could be explored through the prism of artistic subversion and 
‘misuse’ of otherwise military, commercial or educational technology. Network webcams are often marketed as 
surveillance tools for home or office security. Increasingly, they are being employed by customers for more personal 
matters, such as monitoring children and pets. For contemporary artists, including Collins and Staehle, enabling 
people to ‘watch 24/7’ or ‘watch live’ may echo reality TV spectacle where viewers across the world sign up for 
numerous (Celebrity aka VIP) Big Brother programmes. However, both Collins and Staehle’s webcams subverse the 
surveillance thrillers and psychodramas of the reality shows. Whereas such practices of people watching profess 
to show largely unmediated reality, the artists allude to them in order to demonstrate that there is no such thing as 
image without an element of fiction but are all based on choices. With its carefully staged composition and software 
intervention, Collins’ cinematic tableau is thus an intriguing factional story about the how’s and what’s of surveillance. 
One of the aesthetic consequences is that the extraordinary becomes trivial and the minor – significant. 

Glenlandia’s camera does not track the movements of the water, salmon, birds, insects, people, traffic, trees, logs, 
Moon or Sun. Instead it allows any animate or inanimate object to fleet in and out of the frame, from left to right, top 
to bottom, leaving no trace or just an abstract pixelated trail at best of times. This visual vigilance and stationary stoicism 
could relate Collins’ webcam to the history of the artistic practice of performing direct to camera. Collins, however, 
doesn’t cast herself or any actors to perform live in Glenlandia.  It is the most fugitive of subjects – clouds and water, 
lightness and darkness – that don’t cease to perform in Collins’ scenario (except when Glenlandia webserver is down 
for annual maintenance). 

Collins’ diptych Fenlandia and Glenlandia is anything but ‘an unmediated, un-coded, non-symbolic transcription of 
external reality.’¹²  It is this complex process of making rather than ‘taking’ photographs which finds its multiple exposures
 in Collins’ big archive of landscapes. This is a carefully pre-meditated, pre-programmed process which questions 
photography’s own status as a transparent documentary record of reality. The myth of factuality is exposed, as 
Calcutt argues, every time when our attention is drawn to the physicality, texture or digitality of the photograph as 
an object; to its inseparability from other systems of pictorial representation; to its ‘unconscious optics.’

Ambivalence is at the heart of the artist’s critical investigation and desire to explain our relationship to landscapes. 
Collins remains ambiguous when, for instance, she would explore the ways in which popular ‘postcard’ images of 
the landscape influence the observer’s eventual experience of it. If Fenlandia, by name and by nature, is about the 
technology, which is literally embedded in the flat horizons of a reclaimed landscape of canals, sluices, dykes and 
ditches, Glenlandia is even more ambiguous.  Its ambivalence lies in the optical illusion of unspoilt natural landscape. 
At close inspection the idyllic loch-side view also appears to be cultivated and man-made. Loch Faskally was created 
behind the hydro dam at Pitlochry, which was built in 1947-50 as part of the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board’s 
Tummel/Garry Power Scheme. The water level in the loch rises and falls according to need as it is drawn down to 
generate electricity and to facilitate the upstream migration of salmon, who bypass Pitlochry Dam via a fish ladder 
built into its structure. 
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But how does the shift in the ‘iconic’ Scottish landscape impact on our collective identity? A highly contested territory, 
Scottish landscape is often discussed vis a vis contemporary politics, literature and design as an ‘endangered icon’; 
‘an ever-changing scenery’ or in general terms as ‘the always vanishing, damaged green world’. The barren hillsides 
of the Scottish lowlands and highlands were once covered by native woodland. Cleared or felled out of management 
over the years, they are now growing new species of ‘intelligent trees’ or wind turbines. Similarly, the loch side view 
captured in Glenlandia is thought by many people to be an attractive natural landscape, and is often photographed 
as such by passing tourists, it is in fact mostly man-made by the flooding of the river valley. 

The engagement with the Scottish landscape theme in Collins’ work is unwittingly a rendezvous with a range of 
non-artistic concerns: ideological, political, ethical, commercial. For example, the flow of pixels (as a subset of the 
flow of energy originating at the hydro dam) depends upon both the laws of physics and the political organisation 
of power supplies. Equally, the human experience of the art, Sean Cubitt reminds us, depends upon the presence 
of the landscape at the remote location, and the complex of physical law and embedded ingenuity that comprises 
the technological apparatus. The power and the ethics derive from the lack of dependence on nature. In the case of 
Glenlandia and Fenlandia, the perception depends on the continuing functioning of the technological apparatus of 
dykes and dams, but is otherwise not dependent on the humans who, in this remove, observe the landscapes and 
leave no footprints.

Going green
If the landscape is ‘an exhausted medium, no longer viable as a mode of artistic expression’¹³, will ecologism provide 
a new landscape paradigm for the contemporary art world? What are the historical precedents of the term ‘ecological art’, 
as advanced by some writers including Stephen Wilson and Barbara Matilsky? In the nineteenth century when landscape 
painting was coming of age, ‘the painters’ renderings had a major effect in stimulating biologists, geographers, and 
geologists to the study the wild lands of the Americas.’ But, as Matilsky notes in Fragile Ecologies, the landscape 
paintings at that time communicated ‘a sense of awesome spectacle, serenity, and solitude but few reflections of 
environmental dangers’.¹  

Is Glenlandia a celebration of our safe and green environment? Perhaps, by choosing to focus its uncompromising 
webcam lens 24/7 for over 2 years on a hydroelectric station, Collins glorifies Scotland’s major source of renewable 
energy? Could this be the artist revering at ‘the power from the Glens’ and opening a space for contemplation, rather 
than a fleeting moment of interaction or participation? Contemplate we do, on the historical amnesia at a time when 
the ‘natural landscape’ is seen by some opponents as if under threat from new green energy schemes such as wind 
farms. The opponents perhaps perceive these artificial lochs as less visually intrusive, although the dams that hold 
them back are still highly visible. David Hay goes on to remind us: 

At the time of the Hydro scheme creation, the loss of the landscape was supported 
by most of the population as the project gave work to soldiers recently returned 
from the Second World War. Even the loss of valuable salmon fishing and access 
to spawning areas was accepted when the Fishery Laboratory was set up by the 
Hydro Board to mitigate the negative effects of the dam. In fact, only one new Hydro 
scheme has been allowed in the last 40 years.¹
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Looking past forward, Glenlandia invites us to pause and consider the future impact of green technologies on both 
aesthetics and politics. The rise and fall of the loch level in response to electricity demand, reflected in Glenlandia’s 
images, is often described in emotive and metaphoric terms. It is likened to ‘giant lungs absorbing and producing 
energy.’ This perception echoes Sean Cubitt’s view on ‘techno-panic’ that ‘aesthetics might seem like an alternative 
to politics, but it might also be an alternative politics.’

If there are formal analogies but hardly any contextual similarities between Glenlandia and the early landscape artists, 
it might be good to explore the practice of the land and earthwork artists of the 1960s as the precursors of ‘ecological art’. 
Robert Smithson, Walter De Maria, Christo and Jeanne Claude, and Dennis Oppenheim all worked outside the galleries in 
the unbuilt environment, paving the way to art with an environmental regeneration agenda. Perhaps, Glenlandia is an 
invitation to reconsider the monumental yet ephemeral practices of those artists, and Robert Smithson in particular, 
whom Collins cites as very influential alongside Krzysztof Wodiczko. Smithson, ‘arguably the most important artist 
to define the territory of land art and site-specificity’ wrote in 1969: ‘The old landscape of naturalism and realism is 
being replaced by the new landscape of abstraction and artifice’. Collins reconfirms Smithson’s prophecy – contemporary 
artists have been reclaiming landscaped and natural environments as their medium of choice. In the process they 
have modified the way the observer perceives these territories revealing their hidden aesthetic and environmental 
values. Judging from contemporary ecological perspectives, as Wilson does, however, the work of Smithson’s, et al 
was ‘self-contradictory’: 

At the same time that it attempted to increase awareness and appreciation of 
these external settings, it was environmentally cavalier in its disregard of the 
physical and organic locales: the last was just more material for making art’¹
Viewed historically, contemporary artists including Collins, The Center for Land Use Interpretation, John Davies, Marine 
Hugonnier, Cornford & Cross and Christina McPhee, continue a long tradition of attention to the landscape that 
encompasses not only Robert Smithson’s earthwork projects and Christo and Jeanne Claude’s public art, but also 
Ansel Adams’s photographs and the Hudson River School painters. The acclaimed art-science collective Center for 
Land Use Interpretation (CLUI) is probably the most exemplary of all mentioned above in demonstrating the political 
outlook of ‘wilful neutrality’ of this contemporary art practice.  It could be argued that in her latest works Collins’ 
‘land use’ echoes the Center’s mission statement: 

The CLUI exists to stimulate discussion, thought, and general interest in the 
contemporary landscape. Neither an environmental group nor an industry 
affiliated organization, the work of the Center integrates the many approaches 
to land use - the many perspectives of the landscape - into a single vision that 
illustrates the common ground in ‘land use’ debates. At the very least, 
the Center attempts to emphasize the multiplicity of points of view regarding the 
utilization of terrestrial and geographic resources.
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In an understated way, Collins’ work thus shares many other artists’ concern with what Wilson sums up as ‘the 
environmental suicide’ that seems to doom contemporary society. Unlike some artists, she doesn’t resort to political 
actions but proposes the arts as the place to integrate science and art. If we are to apply Wilson’s useful taxonomy of 
‘ecological art’, Glenlandia is a project in which scientific research (computing and freshwater aquaculture research, 
in particular) is part of the art. Although Collins works in collaboration with computer scientists and marinologists, 
she doesn’t undertake this research solely to understand the nature of and search for new solutions of environmental 
problems. Following Wilson’s distinctions, Collins belongs to the group of artists who ‘seek to heighten awareness of 
ecological concerns but are less certain about remedies.’ 

In an interview about the impact of Glenlandia on the host scientific community in Pitlochry, David Hay agrees that
Collins’ work is ‘a passive observer’ by the virtue that it unveils ‘more variety and complexity that people expect but
makes no attempt to suggest solutions’. Hay speculates that ‘by revealing the beauty of a manufactured landscape, it 
[Glenlandia] could even lessen environmental concerns about similar landscape modifications’. 

Beauty, however, is not an unquestionable notion in relation to Collins’ pixel landscapes. As Hay observes, viewers tend 
to be perplexed by the explosion of blackness, which almost negates the landscape’s picturesqueness or makes 
the webcam transmission appear as ‘faulty’ or ‘not working properly’. For example, the predominantly black winter 
image from Glenlandia. The Four Seasons, has attracted mixed reactions – from glowing positive to less so.  From an 
artistic and curatorial point of view, though, the set represents a balanced view of the way seasons and seconds flow 
in and out of Glenlandia. Spring’s optimism is denoted by the wide-open vista flanked top and bottom by a fraction of night 
vision. Summer’s serenity – by the almost invisible strip of short-lived nighttime in the middle. Autumn’s foreboding 
feeling of shrinking daytime – by the way the forest’s reds and browns are sandwiched in. The beauty of Glenlandia, 
as confirmed by curator Peter Ride who included the precursor of The Four Seasons in the group exhibition Timeless, is in 
the tension between the two different modes of display. Where the computer monitors fail to detect the complexity 
and subtlety of the landscape, the works on paper succeed. Where the monitor manages to record the varying seasons 
and day lengths in a slow moving but dynamic way, the paper falls short. The beauty is, therefore, in the complimentary 
co-existence of what appears to be two related yet different worlds of contemporary art and new media art.  

The question of the representation of time is another critical issue looming large in Collins’ pixel landscapes. Time and time 
travel was something that the artist considered central in her work. Whether transmitting over a long distance and different 
time zones (for example, between Scotland and Australia, Scotland and Canada as part of Glenlandia) or between places 
only 350 miles apart (Cornwall and Sheffield as part of Transporting Skies) – subtleties and surprises were in store. As the 
artist recalls, the projected image in Cornwall descended into a painterly, pixelated, vibrant, red and black buzz in the late 
afternoons, perhaps due to the semi-darkness of the urban light pollution. While the image from Cornwall projected in the 
gallery in Sheffield was completely pitch black. 
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Time
The concept of time also resurfaces when reflecting on the use of ‘real-time’ technologies in Collins’ work. As some 
writers state, ‘real-time computing underpins the whole apparatus of communication and data processing by which 
our contemporary culture operates’. Webcams are usually traded for their capacity to process and present data at 
almost immediate speed. ‘Real time’ also stands for the more general trend towards instantaneity in contemporary 
culture, involving increasing demand for instant feedback and response, one result of which is that technologies 
themselves are beginning to evolve ever faster. The increasing complexity and speed of contemporary technology, 
i.e. ‘the acceleration of just about everything’, is the cause of both euphoria and anxiety. In her oxymoronic use of 
‘real time’ culture, Collins’ Glenlandia is a tongue-in-cheek comment on our increasingly strained and fractured 
relationship with time. 

While exploring aspects of referentiality, repetition and nostalgia in digital landscapes and still lives, Cubitt focuses 
on Collins’ work and the treatment of time. Cubitt’s detailed analysis of Glenlandia explicates some of the characteristics 
of new media art such as variability and automation. For instance, Collins’ installations, which last for years could 
continue indefinitely, without any chance of exactly the same light effects occurring twice, nor any possibility of 
completion. This accounts for the variability in her work. What the automation achieves, argues Cubitt, is not the 
end of the aura or the mysterious repetition and submission to cyclical times that logically and biologically precede 
the human.  Automation brings the end of allegory or ideology ‘a permission won to present the landscape under its 
own guise, with no need to rehearse its divine or secular meaning’.  What is remarkable in Cubitt’s analysis of Collins’ 
work is that similar variability and temporality is also attributed to Monet’s landscapes and Cézanne’s still lives; while 
automation is traced back to pointillism – an erudite reminder that the new media art principles or characteristics 
are not intrinsic to new media per se. What distinguishes Collins’ Glenlandia from Cézanne’s apples still lives and 
any landscape photography, continues Cubitt, is her engagement with the landscape through the agency of the apparatus 
she has re-engineered to gather light one photon at a time. In Cubitt’s words it is Collins’ ‘decision not to exercise 
freedom, nor even to be that individual through whom the world speaks, but to begin another dialogue, in which the 
green world tells its tale to a machine, and it is the machine that speaks.’ In short, the webcam technology is used by 
the artist as if to remove individuality from human contemplation of landscape and time. 

The related notion of timelessness is also inscribed in Glenlandia as elaborated upon by Peter Ride in his curatorial 
introduction to Timeless. Time, Landscape and New Media. Ride’s exhibition aimed to go beyond the frozen time of 
photography or the evolving time of cinema. Instead, the landscape works featured in Timeless, including Glenlandia, 
explored what Ride terms the re-purposability, un-fixity, immediacy and simulation of data. Collectively, he argues, 
they create a different sense of time and different context of synchronicity and a-synchronicity away from the traditional 
photographic methods. Although described as the prevailing exhibition themes, these are variations on the essential new 
media characteristics or principles as advanced by Lev Manovich. Timeless not only substantiates those principles 
but applies them to the selected artworks. Glenlandia chimes well with Ride’s views on immediacy and simulation – 
in as far Collins’ landscapes are both real and modified, they also play with time as a fiction, re-inventing it, stretching it. 
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The essay Glenlandia by Iliyana Nedkova is published on the occasion of the commissioning, production and acquisition of 
Susan Collins’ work for Horsecross permanent collection of contemporary art and its public premiere at the inauguration 
of Threshold artspace in September 2005 initially showing at Threshold Stage Screen – a dedicated project space 
for showcasing artists’ works which use the Internet environment and its functionality as their media of choice. Glenlandia. 
The Four Seasons was commissioned and produced for the first anniversary of the Threshold artspace in September 
2006 and subsequently acquired for the Horsecross collection and exhibited as part of Collect + Support initiative 
encouraging the collection of contemporary art while supporting artists based across Perthshire. 

Glenlandia produced by Horsecross for Threshold artspace in partnership with Film and Video Umbrella, FRS (Fisheries 
Research Services) Freshwater Laboratory, Faskally, Slade Centre for Electronic Media at University College, London and 
ARC Projects. Supported by the Scottish Arts Council Lottery Fund, Arts Council England, Perth and Kinross Council and 
EventScotland. 
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